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Arutunyan, Ara, Daniel R. Webster, Luther M. Swift, 
and Narine Sarvazyan. Localized injury in cardiomyocyte 
network: a new experimental model of ischemia-reperfusion 
arrhythmias. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 280: 
H1905–H1915, 2001.—We developed a new experimental 
approach to study the effects of local injury in a multicellular 
preparation and tested the ability of the method to induce 
reperfusion arrhythmias in cardiomyocyte monolayers. A 
small region of injury was created using geometrically de
fined flows of control and ischemia-like solutions. Calcium 
transients were acquired simultaneously from injured, con
trol, and border zone cells using fluo 4. Superfusion with the 
injury solution rapidly diminished the amplitude of calcium 
transients within the injury zone, followed by cessation of cell 
beating. Reperfusion caused an immediate tachyarrhythmic 
response in �17% of experiments, with a wave front propa
gating from a single cell or small cell cluster within the 
former injury zone. Inclusion of a gap junction uncoupler (1 
mM heptanol) in the injury solution narrowed the functional 
border and sharply increased the number of ectopic foci and 
the incidence of reperfusion arrhythmias. The model holds a 
potential to reveal both micro- and macroscopic features of 
propagation, conduction, and cell coupling in the normal and 
diseased myocardium and to serve as a new tool to test 
antiarrhythmic protocols in vitro. 

cultured myocytes; calcium transients; ischemic border zone 

THE DISCOVERY that on cellular and subcellular levels 
cardiac conduction is essentially discontinuous repre
sents a seminal advance in cardiac physiology (32, 34). 
The discontinuous nature of cardiac conduction implies 
that the microscopic topology of gap junctions, nonlin
ear coupling of membranes of individual cells, and 
electrotonic interactions between connected cells can 
produce marked changes in the macroscopic electrical 

behavior. However, it is extremely difficult to under
stand events on a cellular level using the entire heart 
due to the complex anatomic arrangement of millions 
of muscle cells, the presence of fibrous tissue, and the 
resultant functional and electrical heterogeneity (29, 
40). On the other hand, it is not feasible to study 
intercellular interactions and impulse conduction us
ing single isolated myocytes. Therefore, the advance
ment of experimental approaches that provide insights 
about cell-to-cell communication and patterns of im
pulse propagation during control and adverse condi
tions such as ischemia, acidification, or uncoupling is 
greatly anticipated (34). Such experimental models 
should also be useful as a testing ground for a variety 
of mathematical models, which have addressed discon
tinuous impulse propagation in excitable media (1, 31, 
33), and for currently available and anticipated anti-
arrhythmic drug protocols (14). 

Isotropic two-dimensional cultures of cardiac cells 
represent the simplest type of structural organization 
of cardiac tissue. Understanding how arrhythmias are 
generated in such a network can provide important 
clues to the origins of ischemia-reperfusion-induced 
arrhythmias in more complex cardiac structures. In 
this paper, we describe an experimental setup that 
allows us to monitor spatiotemporal changes in beating 
behavior induced in myocyte monolayers by a local 
“ischemia”-like injury. Specifically, our original tasks 
were: 1) to design a chamber that creates a stable and 
localized area of injury within a small network of 
cultured cells, 2) to find effective experimental means 
to observe patterns of wave propagation during 1–2 h 
of continuous acquisition, and 3) to describe rhythm 
disturbances induced by local injury in monolayers of 
cultured myocytes from neonatal rats. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the superfusion chamber. A: 
cross section. Solutions are delivered to two inlets 
by an automated multisyringe pump. The cham
ber is placed inside a Peltier temperature-con
trolled mount, and cells are observed in an in
verted mode using a Bio-Rad 1024 MRC confocal 
imaging system. B: bottom view. Only the plastic 
holder and coverslip are shown. Injury zone (I
zone) is depicted (shaded area). C: I-zone. The 
shape of an I-zone created on a cell-free coverslip 
by superfusion with dichlorofluorescein (DCF)
containing solution (a: X2 objective; b: X4 objec
tive). In c, the top curve (gray line) illustrates the 
profile of mean fluorescence intensity across the 
border zone (dotted rectangle in b), the bottom 
curve (solid line) is its sigmoid fit (border zone 
width was defined as the distance between 10 and 
90% of the curve maximum intensity). 
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All experiments involving animals were performed accord
ing to the Institutional Committee on Animal Care and Use 
of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, which 
follows federal and state guidelines. Results are expressed as 
means : SE. 

Chemicals. Collagenase II was obtained from Worthington 
(Freehold, NJ). Media and porcine trypsin were obtained 
from GIBCO-BRL (Grand Island, NY). Fluo 4-acetoxymethyl 
ester (AM) was purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene, 
OR). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) and all other chemicals were 
purchased from Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). 

Myocyte isolation. Cardiomyocytes from 1- and 2-day-old 
Sprague-Dawley rats were obtained by a modified enzymatic 
digestion procedure (39). Hearts were removed, rinsed in a 
cold calcium- and magnesium-free Hanks’ buffered salt solu
tion (CMF-HBSS), and minced into �1-mm3 pieces. Tissue 
chunks were incubated overnight at 2°C in CMF-HBSS con
taining 0.1 mg/ml trypsin. The next day, they were washed 
with CMF-HBSS and treated with 0.4 mg/ml soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. The tissue was then collected into Leibovitz’s me
dium containing 0.8 mg/ml collagenase II and shaken for 20 

min at 37°C. The cells were then gently triturated, passed 
through a cell strainer to remove any undigested pieces, and 
centrifuged for 3 min at 17.5 g. The pellet was resuspended in 
Dulbecco’s modified essential medium (DMEM) supple
mented with 10% FBS. 

Cell plating and culture. The cells were preplated for 1 h to  
extract fibroblasts and endothelial cells, which attach more 
rapidly than myocytes. Unattached cells were then collected, 
counted, and plated in a culture dish containing 25-mm 
laminin-coated glass coverslips (105 cells/cm2). Cells were 
then kept under standard culture conditions in DMEM, sup
plemented with 5% FBS, 10 U/ml penicillin, 10 µg/ml genta
micin, and 1 µg/ml streptomycin. On the third day after 
plating, the cells formed interconnected confluent networks 
that exhibited rhythmic spontaneous contractions and were 
used for an additional 3–4 days. To determine the purity of 
our cultures, cells were stained for sarcomeric myosin using 
primary antibodies (clone MF-20) from the Developmental 
Studies Hybridoma Bank (University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA) 
as described previously (39). 

Cell loading with fluorescent indicator. Cells were loaded 
with the fluorescent calcium indicator during a 1-h incuba

http://ajpheart.physiology.org
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Fig. 2. Formation and washoff of the I-zone. A: images are composed 
from sequential 3-s frames acquired during formation (top) and 
washoff (bottom) of the I-zone created on a cell-free coverslip by 
superfusion with DCF-containing injury solution (X2 objective). B: 3  
traces shown correspond to rectangular regions within the I-zone 
(inset) and illustrate the homogeneity and stability of the environ
ment within the I-zone. AUF, arbitrary units of fluorescence. 

tion with 5 µM of the AM form of fluo 4 in Tyrode solution at 
room temperature. Superfusion solutions contained 0.25 µM 
of fluo 4-AM to maintain the intracellular dye concentration 
during extended experiments. Large amplitudes of the fluo 4 
transients and the fact that traces were collected from large 
regions of interest ensured the absence of motion artifacts. 
Each spontaneous or stimulated action potential caused a 
contraction and was associated with a large increase in the 
cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) recorded as a fluo 
4 transient. Monitoring of [Ca2+]i transients as the means to 
record cell beating rate, wave front, and velocity of impulse 
propagation was successfully used in previous studies (4, 16, 
37) that employed neonatal cardiac cells. 

Experimental chamber. The experimental chamber used a 
stainless steel holder to mount a glass coverslip on the raised 
surface of a plastic holder, which contained two inlets and 
one outlet (Fig. 1). The polished sides of the chamber pro
vided airtight contact with the coverslip, whereas the Plexi
glas ceiling left a 300-µm open perfusion space. Superfusion 
solutions were driven by a multisyringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus) loaded with 10- and 30-ml glass syringes. The 
syringe volume determined the flow rates within the cham
ber and the size of the injury zone (I-zone) (Fig. 1C). Inflow 
rates were 75 and 30 µl/min for the control and injury 
solutions, respectively. The stainless steel holder was 
mounted in a microincubator (Medical Systems) equipped 
with a Peltier controller, which provided a constant temper
ature inside the chamber (25°C). Two platinum electrodes 

were embedded into the top part of the Plexiglas chamber for 
extracellular stimulation (Fig. 1A). The electrodes were not 
in direct contact with the cells (an estimated distance of 
250–280 µm) but stimulated a small myocyte cluster imme
diately beneath them, initiating a wave of [Ca2+]i transients 
that then spread through the rest of the network (no damage 
to the stimulated cells, including baseline intracellular Ca2+ 

levels, was detected). Specifically, monophasic 1.2-ms pacing 
pulses were applied starting at a pacing voltage of 0.4 V/cm 
(the distance between electrodes was 1 mm) and then in
creased in 0.1-V increments until each pacing impulse was 
followed by a recorded [Ca2+]i wave (average threshold val
ues were 0.8 V/cm). The monolayer was then continuously 
paced by a voltage 20% higher than the excitation threshold. 
Viability of monolayers after the experiment was assessed by 
1) their morphology in phase-contrast mode, 2) spontaneous 
beating rate, and 3) permeability to trypan blue. None of 
these were affected by cell pacing or continuous perfusion 
with the control Tyrode solution using specified flow rates. 

Experimental protocol. Myocytes were superfused with a 
control Tyrode solution [consisting of (in mM) 136 NaCl, 0.8 
MgCl2, 4.0 KCl, 1.2 CaCl2, 5.6 glucose, and 10 HEPES; pH 
7.3] through inlet 1, and the intracellular Ca2+ transients 
(either paced or spontaneous) were recorded. After 5–10 min, 
inlet 2 was opened, and the second solution started to flow 
over the coverslip, creating a small oval-shaped zone within 
the larger area of control Tyrode solution (Fig. 2). Unless 
specified otherwise, the terms “ischemic” or “injury” environ
ment in this study refer to a solution that reproduces certain 
elements of the extracellular milieu of ischemic cells (38); the 
injury solution consisted of (in mM) 136 NaCl, 0.8 MgCl, 8 
KCl, 1.2 CaCl2, 20 deoxyglucose, 5 HEPES, and 5 MES; pH 
6.5. All solutions, including the injury solution, were equili
brated with atmospheric oxygen. 

Acquisition system. Fluo 4-loaded cells were imaged with 
low-power magnification objectives (Olympus UplanApo X4/ 
0.16NA, PlanApo X2/0.08NA, and UplanF1 X10/0.30NA) to 
capture the injury and control zones simultaneously. The 
imaging system consisted of an Olympus XL-70 inverted 
microscope, a Bio-Rad MRC 1024 confocal system, and a 
488-nm argon laser for fluo 4 excitation. Because of the 
confocality of the system, it displays only a thin optical 
section from the focal plane where the cells are found. High 
quantum yield of fluo 4 and sequential point-by-point laser 
scanning of the sample minimizes light exposure and data 
can be acquire continuously for hours at speeds up to 100 
ms/frame without notable cell damage and probe bleaching. 
Fluorescence intensities from multiple (up to 15) regions of 
interest were acquired simultaneously, in real time, using a 
Bio-Rad Lasersharp Time Course module, with a frequency 
of acquisition ranging from 100 to 200 ms for x-y images or 2 
ms/line in a line scan mode. Data and images were analyzed 
using Microcal Origin 4.0 and Scion (National Institutes of 
Health) Image software. 

RESULTS 

Shape and stability of local I-zone. The critical issue 
for this approach was to design a cell superfusion 
chamber that creates a localized I-zone while keeping 
neighboring cells under normal conditions. The cham
ber had to satisfy several criteria: 1) maintain stable 
borders of the I-zone during an experiment, 2) provide 
a means for relatively fast medium changes (within 
seconds), 3) not affect cells by the shear stress imposed 
by the flow, and 4) fit on the stage of an inverted 
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microscope. The design shown in Fig. 1, A and B, meets 
these requirements and was accomplished by 1) se
quential arrangement of two inlets, 2) use of a common 
outlet to insure that differences of inflow rates between 
the two solutions did not affect stability of the I-zone, 
and 3) employment of a multisyringe pump to elimi
nate flow pulsations associated with peristaltic perfu
sion. Figure 1C shows the shape of the I-zone, which 
was created on a cell-free coverslip using a 30-ml sy
ringe for the control flow and a 10-ml syringe for injury 
solution perfusion. The I-zone was demarcated by in
cluding 100 nM dichlorofluorescein (DCF) in the sec
ond solution. The distribution of DCF fluorescence 
across the transition zone reveals a sigmoidally shaped 
intensity profile (Fig. 1C). If the border width is defined 
as the difference between the locations at which the 
intensity was 10 and 90% of maximum, the average 
physical border was 180 µm wide and remained sta
ble during the entire period of superfusion. 

Figure 2 illustrates the formation and gradual wash
out of the I-zone using DCF-containing solution and 
shows rapid (<15 s) exchange between the injury and 
control Tyrode solutions. The levels of DCF fluores
cence intensity for different areas inside the I-zone are 
essentially identical and remain stable throughout du
ration of the injury solution perfusion, which indicates 
homogeneous superfusion within the I-zone. Linear 
velocities of the flow within the chamber are 0.5 
mm/s (as determined by including 15-µm fluorescent 
beads into the solution flowing through the I-zone), and 
no changes in the peak-to-peak amplitude and fre
quency of [Ca2+]i transients occurred when control 

Tyrode solution was used to superfuse cells through 
inlet 2 (data not shown). 

Cell monolayer before local injury. After attachment 
to a laminin substrate, rounded cardiac myocytes 
spread and form multiple gap junctions with their 
neighbors (12, 16, 22). By the third day in culture, 
these latent pacemaker cells develop uniform rhythmi
cal contractions and express specific cardiac muscle 
isoforms of myosin light chain kinase-2, [-myosin, sar
comeric c-actin, and tropomyosin (17, 39). The percent
age of cells positive for sarcomeric myosin in our cul
tures exceeded 80%. On days 3–7, two-dimensional 
networks, which contain thousands of spontaneously 
beating cells with visible striations, functionally and 
morphologically resemble cardiac muscle tissue (Fig. 3, 
A and B). The intrinsic spontaneous activity of the 
monolayer can be overridden by a faster pace from a 
distal node, which was created by using a pair of 
extracellular platinum electrodes imbedded into the 
plastic top of the chamber and positioned close to the 
edge of coverslip (Fig. 1A). In such experiments, extra
cellular electrodes excited the group of myocytes di
rectly beneath them. This was followed by the spread of 
excitation from the stimulated cell cluster to the rest of 
the network. Each spontaneous or field-stimulated ac
tion potential was associated with an increase in cyto
solic intracellular Ca2+, which could be recorded as a 
fluorescent transient in cells loaded with fluorescent 
calcium indicator (Fig. 3B). The experiments were con
ducted at room temperature, which allowed us to use 
the temporal resolution of x-y mode (100 ms/frame) to 
reveal the transitional events discussed below, includ-

Fig. 3. Basic features of cultured cardiomyocyte net
works. A: phase-contrast image of isotropic cardiomyo
cyte culture. Bar =100 µm. B: cell beating as recorded 
using fluo 4-loaded cells. Traces represent intracellular 
Ca2+ transients recorded from three regions of interests 
(blue, red, and black). C and D: velocity of impulse 
propagation. In x-t mode, fluorescence intensity values 
are collected along a fixed x line every 2 ms and the 
lines are plotted sequentially, forming a x-t image. If 
the x line is positioned perpendicularly to the front of 
propagating calcium wave, the speed of the wave (dx/dt) 
can be derived from the slope of the line, which marks 
the upstroke of Ca2+ transients. The images show an 
action potential-induced calcium wave recorded at 25°C 
with a propagation speed of 9 cm/s (C) and at 37°C with 
propagation speed of 15 cm/s (D). 
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Fig. 4. Appearance of ischemic I-zone 
within a monolayer of neonatal myo
cytes. The images illustrate the ap
pearance of a monolayer before (A and 
B) and after 5 min of local injury (C). 
Because of the high degree of cell-to
cell coupling, the whole field alternates 
between a high intensity “systolic” 
state (A) and a low intensity “diastolic” 
state (B). The suppression of intracel
lular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) tran
sients in the I-zone is particularly evi
dent during systole (C). Low spatial 
resolution of the images is due to the 
fast scanning required to capture the 
whole field during a single state. At 
this magnification, each of 128 X 128 
pixels corresponds to a square of 44 µm 
on each side. In this and other figures, 
pseudocolor refers to relative [Ca2+]i. 
Two representative [Ca2+]i traces are 
shown: one from rectangular area in
side the I-zone (1) and one from the 
rectangular area outside the I-zone (2). 

Fig. 5. Assessment of intracellular Ca2+ 

transients during ischemia. A: x-y image of 
border area of I-zone. Yellow line, position 
of the laser beam for the x-t scanning. B: x-t 
image (sample was scanned every 2 ms 
along the line placed across the I-zone). 
Each intracellular Ca2+ transient is re
flected as a “flash” along the line. C: post 
acquisition analysis of x-t images allows one 
to extract high temporal resolution traces 
for each cell positioned along the line. Three 
red dots placed on the top of the x-y image 
(A) and three red lines positioned along cor
responding areas of x-t image (B) designate 
approximate positions of cells for which in
tracellular Ca2+ transients are shown. The 
slope of the line, which marks the upstroke 
of intacellular Ca2+ transients (dotted line), 
shows a slowing of impulse conduction in 
the I-zone. 
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ing the formation of clusters at the onset of reperfusion 
tachycardias, and capture the progression of the wave 
front during reentry vortexes and ectopic beat genera
tion. Experiments performed at higher temperatures 
(30 and 37°C) confirmed that the main events observed 
at 25°C can be reproduced, although temporal resolu
tion of the recordings suffers due to increased beating 
rate and conduction velocity and shortening of [Ca2+]i 
transients. The conduction velocities measured in our 
cultures were 14–18 cm/s at 37°C and 6–9 cm/s at 25°C 
(Fig. 3, C and D). In the x-y (100–170 ms/frame) acqui
sition mode, the cell monolayer appeared as an isotro
pic field that exhibited rhythmical increases and de
creases in fluo 4 fluorescence, as illustrated in Fig. 4, A 
and B. 

Effects of local injury and border zone effects. During 
5-min superfusion with the injury solution, which 
mimics certain elements of the extracellular environ
ment during ischemia (see MATERIALS AND METHODS), the 
magnitude of [Ca2+]i transients within the I-zone pro
gressively declined and was followed by cessation of 
cell beating (Fig. 4). The effects on the cells within the 
I-zone were similar when experiments were conducted 
in spontaneously beating (n = 31) or externally paced 
cell monolayers (n = 16). No changes in spontaneous 
beating frequency inside and outside the I-zone were 
detected before the cessation of cell beating. Cells that 
have had a diminished amplitude of [Ca2+]i transients 
but continued to be excited formed a so-called “func
tional” border 0.5 mm wide. To resolve the shapes of 
intracellular Ca2+ transients within individual myo
cytes in control and border zones, we used a line scan 
mode of the confocal setup in which data were acquired 
from ischemic and control zones with high temporal 
resolution (Fig. 5). The slope of the line, which marks 
the onset of Ca2+ transients (an indicator of impulse 
conduction velocity), was changed in the I-zone (Fig. 
5B; dotted line) consistently with decreased cell-to-cell 
coupling and diminished cell excitability in an ischemic 
environment (4, 23, 31). 

Reperfusion tachyarrhythmias. On restoration of 
control flow, two scenarios were observed. In 83% (39 of 
47) of the cases, [Ca2+]i transients gradually returned 
to the I-zone, leading to a resumption of regular [Ca2+]i 
transients throughout the entire field. In 17% (8 of 47) 
of the cases, however, an immediate tachyarrhythmic 
response was generated (Fig. 6). Such transient tachy
arrhythmias ranged from 20 to 100 s (88 : 26 s) and 
were associated with a 70% increase in average beat
ing frequency (from 0.29 : 0.04 to 0.49 : 0.05 Hz). The 
origin of reperfusion tachyarrhythmias was usually a 
cell or cell cluster within the former I-zone or its 
borders. After washout, such cell clusters became a 
center of ectopic activity, the frequency of which ex
ceeded that of [Ca2+]i transients in the control zone, 
leading to reperfusion tachyarrhythmias. 

Effect of uncouplers and spatiotemporal sequence of 
reperfusion events. Accumulation of free fatty acids, 
e.g., arachidonic and palmitoleic acids, in the extracel
lular milieu of ischemic tissue has been shown previ
ously (10, 25). Direct inhibitory effects of these com-

Fig. 6. Reperfusion arrhythmias in spontaneously beating and paced 
cells monolayers. A and B: representative traces collected from the 
I-zone (A) and control area (B) during injury and subsequent reper
fusion. The experiment was conducted in a spontaneously beating 
cell monolayer. C and D: representative traces acquired from the 
control area during injury and subsequent reperfusion of the mono-
layer paced at 0.4 (C) and 0.2 Hz (D). On restoration of the control 
Tyrode solution (arrows), rapid ectopic activity within the former 
I-zone overrode external stimulation, leading to a transient tachy
cardia encompassing the entire network. 

pounds on gap junctional permeability, including 
halting of impulse propagation in cultured cardiomyo
cyte monolayers, have been also reported (7, 27, 40). 
When we added the gap junction uncoupler heptanol (1 
mM) to the injury solution, the incidence of reperfusion 
arrhythmias sharply increased to 83% (n = 18). Such 
tachyarrhythmias ranged from 15 s to 3 min (63 : 12 s) 
and were associated with a twofold increase in average 
beating frequency (from 0.30 : 0.03 to 0.57 : 0.04 Hz). 
Inclusion of heptanol in the injury solution also sharp
ened the appearance of the I-zone due to the narrowing 
of its functional border by fourfold (Fig. 7). Reperfusion 
tachyarrhythmias after superfusion with heptanol
containing injury solution were associated with multi
ple ectopic foci that originated mostly on the border 
between ischemic and control zones and created a 
heterogeneous activation pattern (Fig. 8). Opposing 
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Fig. 7. Narrowing of functional borders of the I-zone in 
the presence of an uncoupler. A: appearance of the 
I-zone after 3 min of perfusion with injury solution. B: 
appearance of the I-zone after 3 min of perfusion with 
injury solution containing 1 mmol/l heptanol. C and D: 
maximum intensity of [Ca2+]i transients across the 
border was used to reveal the width of the functional 
border zone. The values of maximum fluo 4 intensity 
associated with high systolic intracellular Ca2+ levels 
were fitted into a sigmoidal curve, and border width 
was determined as the distance between 10 and 90% of 
the curve maximum intensity. The functional border 
zone was 120 : 8 µm in the presence of 1 mM heptanol 
in injury solution (D) compared with 473 : 51 µm 
without the uncoupler (C) (means : SD, n = 4). 

waves from different ectopic centers collided and reex
cited neighboring areas, and the exact pattern changed 
rapidly (Fig. 8, A and B). Within 20–40 s after initia
tion of reperfusion, a dominant ectopic node was often 
established (Fig. 8C), followed by a restoration of the 
original propagation pattern in which a [Ca2+]i tran
sient wave spreads from either the distal cell cluster or 
pacing electrode through the rest of the network. 

DISCUSSION 

At present, the numerous investigations that ad
dress the mechanisms of ischemia-reperfusion-induced 
arrhythmias fall into four major groups: 1) single cell 
studies (23, 38); 2) mathematical modeling (1, 31, 33, 
41); 3) optical mapping or electrical recording of action 
potential propagation from the whole heart (19, 24); 
and 4) use of cardiac fibers to address the origin of 
border zone arrhythmias (5, 18). With the exception of 
the work by Kleber and colleagues (12, 13, 27) and the 
observation of spontaneous rotors in chick myocyte 
cultures (6), multicellular networks of cultured myo
cytes remain to be explored as a tool to address the 
origins of ischemia-reperfusion arrhythmias. At the 
same time, a multitude of studies (4, 23, 25, 36–38) 
have addressed the effects of ischemic conditions on 
primary cultures of neonatal myocytes and freshly 
isolated cells from adult hearts. In such preparations, a 
hypoxic/anoxic, hyperkalemic, or acidic environment is 
applied to the entire sample (either to a coverslip or 
vial), and a variety of biochemical indices such as 
lactate dehydrogenase release, lipid peroxidation, per
meability to trypan blue, or changes in action potential 
properties are measured. However, because arrhyth

mias are often the consequences of structural and func
tional inhomogeneities (34, 40), they cannot be ade
quately studied in experiments when all cells are 
subjected to the same environment. 

The new approach described in this study was ac
complished by bringing together three essential com
ponents: 1) a monolayer of neonatal cardiomyocytes, 2) 
a custom-designed perfusion chamber, and 3) imaging 
of Ca2+ transients. Below is a brief account of these 
protocols. 

A monolayer of neonatal cardiomyocytes possesses 
many features of cardiac muscle tissue, and recent 
studies (8, 26) revealed that grafts from neonatal cells 
can be incorporated into a working adult heart. The 
degree of cell-to-cell coupling and velocity of conduction 
can be manipulated by three independent means: 1) 
age of the primary culture (connexin43 expression has 
been shown to increase in a time-dependant fashion; 
see Ref. 22); 2) plating density of the cells (due to the 
plasticity of neonatal cells, they are able to stretch and 
form cell-to-cell contacts within a broad range of seed
ing concentrations); and 3) altering the myocyte-to
fibroblast ratio (12). 

To create a temporally and spatially stable local area 
of injury within a two-dimensional cellular network, 
we modified earlier designs of dual-perfusion cham
bers, where parallel streams were used to create two 
separate environments (3) or study border zone events 
(15). The width of the I-zone can be modulated in a 
range of 1–4 mm by varying the perfusion rate through 
the inlets, and the length of the zone can be modified by 
positioning inlet 2 closer to the outlet (Fig. 1B). Stim-
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Fig. 8. Origin and spatiotemporal pattern of reperfu
sion arrhythmias. A: gray scale-coded diagrams repre
sent isochronal maps, which illustrate the formation of 
multiple ectopic clusters on removal of heptanol-con
taining injury solution. For clarity only, a few episodes 
are shown. Five scans were used to compose each dia
gram using [Ca2+]i transient wave fronts. The gray 
scale extends from 0 (black) to 700 ms (light gray). Note 
the formation of multiple ectopic loci on a border of the 
former I-zone (a–g) followed by a dominant ectopic (h) 
emanating from the former I-zone. B: trace collected 
from rectangular box inside the I-zone (inset). Vertical 
arrows indicate the corresponding isochronal maps 
shown in A. C: four temporal derivatives (dF/dt) for five 
sequential frames, which illustrate propagation from 
the dominant ectopic shown. These images are similar 
to images produced by activation isochrones but do not 
require any assumption about what constitutes a local 
activation. 
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ulating electrodes, temperature, pH, or other mini-
probes can be mounted into the plastic top of the 
chamber. The suggested design allows one to 1) ad
dress the effects of “local injury” and 2) immediately 
restore control flow for reperfusion assessment. Both 
these features are not possible by a parallel stream 
approach. Furthermore, because “injury loci” simu
lates an in vivo situation in which a small area of the 
injured myocardium is surrounded by normally per
fused tissue, it should allow us to study impulse prop
agation around the I-zone, namely, reentry (2). 

To monitor propagation of [Ca2+]i transients, we 
used the Ca2+-sensitive indicator fluo 4 (dissociation 
constant = 345 nM). The large signal-to-noise ratio 
allowed us to employ the lowest intensity of exciting 
light, and samples were routinely scanned for hours 
without significant photobleaching or other adverse 
effects on the cells. Our choice to follow Ca2+ transients 

instead of monitoring action potentials with the use of 
potentiometric dyes was mainly due to the well-known 
problems associated with voltage-sensitive indicators. 
Specifically, low signal-to-noise ratio (4–7% change 
associated with action potential as compare to mani
fold change in fluo 4 intensity associated with intracel
lular Ca2+ transient) requires strong illumination to 
increase optical output. This in turn increases the 
phototoxicity of the probe, which poisons the cells and 
causes rapid dye photobleaching (28). Motion artifacts 
represent another problem and require either applica
tion of the electromechanical uncoupler 2,3-butanedi
one monoxime, which has several side effects (30), or 
extensive spatial averaging (28). Altogether, these 
technical issues make currently available potentiomet
ric dyes limited to short experiments in which special 
arrays of photo sensors are used (13, 28). In contrast, 
calcium dyes are stable and relatively nontoxic, with 
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high quantum yield, which allows for using them in a 
variety of fluorescence imaging systems (2, 4, 6, 37). 

The observed [Ca2+]i transients are associated with 
myocyte action potentials, either spontaneous or paced 
induced (6, 13, 16, 37). Although under certain condi
tions [Ca2+]i transients can be dissociated from trans-
membrane potential changes (e.g., administration of 
electromechanical uncouplers), generally [Ca2+]i tran
sients immediately follow transmembrane potential 
upstroke. A recent study (13) that employed double-
stained neonatal myocyte cultures reported a 5.3 : 
1-ms delay between [Ca2+]i transients and the up
stroke of the action potential. 

The experiments were conducted at room tempera
ture, at which propagation velocity on control mono-
layer ranged from 6 to 9 cm/s (Fig. 3C). At 37°C, the 
conduction velocity increased to 14–18 cm/s (Fig. 3D). 
These numbers are similar to the velocity reported by 
other groups (8, 11) who employed neonatal cell cul
tures. These values are expectedly lower than the re
ported velocity in the intact neonatal ventricle (25–30 
cm/s), due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio and 
lower degree of electrical coupling in cultured mono-
layers (8, 35). The higher values of conduction velocity 
observed in other studies (12, 13) are likely be due to 
the differences in isolation procedure, media and cul
ture conditions, plating density of the cells, coverglass 
coating protocol, or rat strain. 

On administration of the injury solution the magni
tude of [Ca2+]i transients inside the I-zone was rapidly 
suppressed, which led to a cessation of cell beating 
(Fig. 4). Such an effect was expected due to the direct 
effects of the injury solution (4, 23), which had a low pH 
(6.5), was lightly hyperkalemic (8 mM), and contained 
20 mM deoxyglucose, an inhibitor of glycolysis (cul
tured neonatal rat myocytes exhibit a high rate of 
glycolysis and a low level of oxidative phosphorylation; 
see Ref. 4). More surprising was the observation that 
often only a few minutes of perfusion with injury solu
tion (Fig. 6) was sufficient to initiate tachyarrhythmias 
upon reperfusion. The source of rapid ectopic activity 
was an individual myocyte or small cell cluster within 
the former border or I-zone from which the wave activ
ity spread through the entire network. Because of the 
intrinsic pacemaker activity of neonatal myocytes, ob
served tachycardias are likely to be a direct effect of the 
increased depolarization rates of the cell. This, in turn, 
can be caused by a multitude of factors, including 
elevation of [Ca2+]i and intracellular Na+ concentra
tion, decrease in the intracellular pH, depletion of ATP, 
and alterations in inward/outward currents, which 
bring the cell closer to its depolarization threshold (4, 
31). Similar factors increase the probability of either 
abnormal automaticity or triggered activity in ventric
ular and atrial cells (1, 18, 41). The ability of the 
method to identify ectopic loci can help to reveal the 
exact mechanisms of ectopic tachyarrhythmias be
cause specific inhibitors can be readily included in 
ischemic or reperfusion solutions to test the contribu
tion of the above factors. The focal mechanisms are 
reportedly responsible for initiation of up to 70% of 

ventricular tachycardias, albeit the relative impor
tance of the ectopic and reentry type of arrhythmias 
associated with reperfusion of the ischemic myocar
dium remains controversial (5, 19, 24). 

The presence of heptanol sharply increased the inci
dence of reperfusion arrhythmias and revealed multi
ple clusters of asynchronously beating cells within the 
former I-zone (Fig. 8). Even though heptanol has been 
reported to affect potassium and sodium currents (20, 
21), the concentration used in our study has been 
shown to alter primarily intercellular coupling in 
monolayers of cultured myocytes from neonatal rats 
(16). The proarrhythmic activity of heptanol and other 
uncouplers is a well-known phenomenon and generally 
attributed to slower conduction rates, leading to an 
increased incidence of unidirectional propagation and 
reentry tachycardias (9, 10, 31). The observed increase 
in ectopic activity associated with the presence of un
coupler in injury solution suggests yet another possible 
mechanism. Specifically, after removal of heptanol, the 
gap junction conductance of neonatal myocyte mono-
layers is restored gradually (16); therefore, cells in the 
former ischemic I-zone continue to have an impaired 
coupling with their neighbors. Apparently, the combi
nation of increased excitability and decreased cell-to
cell coupling lessens the dissipation of the charge re
quired for generation of an action potential, increasing 
the incidence of ectopic tachycardias. The effect is 
similar to a paradoxical increase in safety factor of 
impulse propagation in the presence of uncoupler 
shown in patterned myocytes strands (27) and is due to 
an increase in the current-to-sink ratio. Accumulation 
of “physiological” uncouplers, such as palmitoleic and 
arachidonic acid, has been reported in ischemic cardiac 
tissue (7, 10, 16) and may produce similar effects. 

Future applications of the described chamber and 
localized injury approach are not limited to studies of 
arrhythmia or to monolayers of cardiomyocytes. They 
can also be used to mimic the effects of localized phar
macological treatments, hormone stimulation, pH 
changes, or ischemic injury on a confluent cell layer of 
any origin. The method can be used in single cell 
experiments to acquire signals from control and 
treated cells simultaneously, thereby eliminating mul
tiple artifacts associated with coverslip-to-coverslip 
variability. For example, by plating cells at low densi
ties to preclude cell-to-cell interactions in two distinct 
environments, one can collect signals simultaneously 
from nontreated and treated cells (I-zone now being 
superfused with a drug of choice). Another possible 
application of the developed approach is that rhythm 
and conduction disturbances associated with ischemia 
and reperfusion could be studied in cell networks that 
have altered expression of connexins or ion channels. 
This could be achieved with antisense oligodeoxynucle
otides, cultures of myocytes from transgenic mice, or by 
adenovirus-mediated gene expression. 

In summary, this study describes a novel experimen
tal approach that recreates ischemia-reperfusion ar
rhythmias in cellular preparations. The method re
veals spatiotemporal changes in a beating behavior 
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induced by a local ischemia-like injury and can be used 
as an in vitro tool to address the origins of ischemia
reperfusion arrhythmias and test currently available 
and anticipated antiarrhythmic protocols. 
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